Long-Arm Pricing
Machine Operator - Deb Frassetto
using a Gammill Statler-Stitcher
An Award Winning Quilter

Machine Quilting & Finishing
I am a smoke-free and pet-free environment that handles your quilt with the utmost of
care. I have thousands of patterns and can custom digitize a pattern specific to your
needs. I always use a new needle with premium thread to ensure the best stitch quality
possible. I use Hobbs 80/20 in both 96 wide and 108 wide. And have it in natural,
bleached white and black. Wool batting is also available.
I have a $50.00 minimum quilting fee due to the time it takes to load and set-up the
long-arm machine. That means if you have a table runner or wall hanging it will apply.

Meandering: Meandering is an all-over wavy continuous design.
Pantograph: Pantographs are an edge-to-edge all over design that repeats and
sometimes forms a secondary design within the pattern.

Custom Design: Custom designs are planned designs, including separate designs for
block-ditching and special fill effects. Prices vary upon the complexity of the work to be
done.

Stitching Methods and the cost per square inch are listed below:
Basting - per square inch
Quilting Meander Web Special (When noted on
Website)
Quilting - Meander or Simple Pattern
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$0.008
$0.0135
$0.015
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Quilting - Open/Light Density - per square inch

$0.017

Quilting - Medium Density - per square inch

$0.020

Quilting Heavy Density - per square inch

$0.025

Border to border with inside Edge to Edge

$0.035

Custom

$0.035 - $0.080

Additional Services - Binding - Based on Straight edge per Linear Inch
Hand Finished - Quilt is trimmed and binding is
machine stitched to the front then hand-stitched to
the back of the quilt.

$0.39

Machine Finished - Quilt is trimmed and binding is
machine stitched to both the front and back of quilt.

$0.19

Attach Binding Only - Quilt is trimmed and binding
is machine stitched to the front of quilt making it
ready for you to hand finish.

$0.11

Fabricate Binding - Cut, join and iron.

$0.50

Additional Services

Batting
Hobbs - Black 80/20 96” per yard

$9.00

Hobbs - Natural 80/20 96” per yard

$9.00

Hobbs - Heirloom 80/20 108” per yard

$11.00

Hobbs - Wool Per Yard

$15.00

*PLEASE NOTE: All quilts will be trimmed and squared unless you indicate
me NOT to do so. Fees will apply otherwise. I have a $50.00 minimum fee
on all quilts and a $20.00 minimum fee on basting.
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Avoid Add-On Charges
To avoid delays and add-on charges, please complete all your prep work ahead of time.
If I have to stop to piece, trim, square, or repair your quilt, it will cause delays and
unnecessary additional charges. I am happy to complete the prep work for you, but the
charges will apply.
Quilt Preparation - See separate Sheet called, “Avoid Add-on Charges”
In order to properly load your project on a long arm machine, the batting and backing
must be a minimum of 5” larger than the quilt top on all four sides. Example: A top
measuring 40” X 60”, the Batting/Backing measurement would be 50” X 70”.

Pricing Example: Cost of quilting is determined by the size of the quilt in square
inches. To find the square inches you must multiply the Width X the Length then choose
the stitching method.

A queen size quilt measuring

85” X 100” = 8500 Square Inches

Basting -

8500 X $0.008 = $68.00

Light Density

8500 X $0.017 = $144.50

Medium Density

8500 X $0.020 = $170.00

Heavy Density

8500 X $0.025 = $212.00

Custom

8500 X $0.035 = $297.50

Deb Frassetto
23105 SE Borges Rd
Damascus, OR 97089
(971) 235-7757
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